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ABSTRACT
Designing educational games is difficult, and ideally designers
should be able to rely on tools that take some of the burden off them
by generating content automatically. Previous work in automatic
level generation and sequencing for educational games has primar-
ily focused on achieving a gradual increase of difficulty. However,
engagement often comes from a sense of accomplishment after
completing hard tasks [27]. For this reason, many games feature
“boss levels” that are more intense. In this paper, we propose that
a good progression should be goal-based, meaning that it should
build up towards some hard tasks (goals) as soon as possible to
create a sense of satisfaction. To achieve this, we propose a graph-
based algorithm for automatically synthesizing goal-based learning
progressions of user-specific length. We also introduce Katchi, a
Korean language learning puzzle game that is designed to be highly
parameterizable, to evaluate our synthesized progression. In an
evaluation of a Korean learning game with 248 participants, our
synthesized progression performed similarly to an expert-designed
progression in terms of both our engagement and learning met-
rics, demonstrating that our algorithm is capable of automatically
synthesizing goal-based progressions that are comparable to the
manually created progressions.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→ HCI theory, concepts and mod-
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1 INTRODUCTION
A key challenge in game design is to craft level progressions, opti-
mal sequences of tasks that help people practice and master the
skills required by the game, leading them to play longer. Since
hand-crafting such progressions can be time-consuming [1, 2], and
cannot scale to different user-specific progression parameters, re-
searchers have recently studied the principles and approaches to
synthesize progressions automatically. Previous work synthesized
level progressions for math learning games by analyzing and gener-
ating execution traces of solving math problems [3], and used a cost
function to prioritize prerequisite skills with varying weights [5, 6].
However, we still lack practical approaches to apply the wisdom of
experts to synthesize progressions for language learning.

In games, engagement comes from not only a steady increase
of difficulty, but also a feeling of accomplishment after completing
hard tasks. Shigeru Miyamoto, designer of the famous video game
Mario, suggested that people need to have “a sense of satisfaction
of completing something” in order to be engaged by a video game
(Video [27], 0:51). For this reason, many game progressions have
“periods of intensity” and “periods of rest”, allowing players to use
newly-acquired skills to complete difficult challenges and feel a
sense of accomplishment. These “periods of intensity” may occur
in “boss levels” that are significantly harder. However, previous
progression synthesis work in educational games has not paid much
attention to these intentional variations in difficulty that help create
a sense of accomplishment.

Therefore, we focus our work on goal-based progression synthe-
sis for educational games. We believe that one important character-
istic of a good progression is goal-drivenness: the progression should
build up to complex goals quickly. Although students are not ini-
tially prepared to tackle hard tasks, ideally the progression should
build up to them as quickly as possible such that players can feel a
sense of accomplishment. This is a pattern we have observed in Lan-
guage Zen [33], an online Spanish learning tool. Table 1 shows the
progression (first eight tasks) of this tool. Clearly, this progression
tries to build as quickly as possible to the sentence “tengo más de
dos”. It does this by breaking the sentence into smaller valid phrases
(“tengo más” and “tengo dos”), and builds up to these phrases by in-
troducing vocabulary words individually (“tengo”, “más”, “dos” and
“de”). We would like to apply this pattern to automatic progression
synthesis.

In order to generate high-quality goal-driven progressions, we
must also consider that students need to practice newly acquired
skills, and a good progression should schedule reinforcement for
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Progression Translation
1 tengo I have
2 tengo I have
3 más (any) more
4 tengo más I have more
5 dos two
6 tengo dos I have two
7 de than
8 tengo más de dos I have more than two

Table 1: First eight tasks of Language Zen [33], an online
Spanish learning tool (as of December 2018).

those skills appropriately. Additionally, students may prefer dif-
ferent progression lengths: some students may favor a short and
faster learning pace while others may prefer longer progressions
with more reinforcement. Ideally, progression synthesis algorithms
should be able to create progressions of different lengths in order
to accommodate different student preferences. Although tailoring
progressions to individual players is beyond the scope of this pa-
per, we address the first step, which is to synthesize a goal-based
progression of a pre-specified length.

In this paper, we propose an automatic approach for synthesizing
goal-based progressions in educational games for language learning.
This algorithm builds on previous work in hierarchical knowledge
structuring for non-procedural tasks such as language learning,
by measuring each task as a multiset of its required skills [29, 30].
This work also studied the progression features of expert-crafted
content to explore general principles to synthesize progressions.
Specifically, our approach models all game levels in a directed graph
based on their relative difficulty. To help students complete the
hardest levels (the “learning goals”), the algorithm runs a post-order
Depth-First Search (DFS) to generate a fast-paced, reinforcement-
free progression in which students can achieve smaller sub-goals
as soon as possible, so that they can feel a sense of accomplishment
while progressing to the final goals. The algorithm also adds an
appropriate amount of duplicate levels to the reinforcement-free
progression based on existing theories of forgetting curves [7] and
reinforcement scheduling [8, 15, 16] in order to help students review
the knowledge that they may have forgotten. The amount of review
levels can be controlled by the pre-specified progression length.

In order to evaluate our novel progression synthesis approach,
we designed Katchi, a Korean language learning puzzle game that
teaches basic vocabulary such as colors, numbers, shapes and con-
junctions. Katchi is specifically designed to be highly parameter-
izable, so that all aspects of each puzzle can be controlled by a
progression control algorithm. Using Katchi, we conducted an eval-
uation with 248 participants, and the results demonstrated that our
synthesized progression performed similarly to an expert-designed
progression in terms of both the total time played, a key metric of
engagement, and the amount of knowledge learned, our metric of
learning effectiveness. This indicated that our algorithm is capa-
ble of automatically synthesizing goal-based progressions that are
comparable to manually created progressions. Moreover, further

analysis of the Katchi user data demonstrated the potential of mod-
eling the student’s desired learning pace and tailoring progressions
accordingly.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Procedural Content Generation
Procedural Content Generation (PCG) is a powerful tool in game
design and utilizes ideas and tools from artificial intelligence, ma-
chine learning and deep learning [10, 25]. PCG develops algorithmic
approaches that generate game content automatically with “limited
or indirect user input” [11, 26]. Early work used constraint solvers
to generate levels for platformer games [23]. Later, Smith et al. used
Answer-Set Programming (ASP) to generate levels for the puzzle
game Refraction [21, 22]. Polozov et al. also applied ASP to tailor
mathematical word problems to individual students [17]. However,
this work focused mainly on the generation of individual levels.
Instead, our paper seeks to create a sequence of levels that grows
more difficult over time, so that players can accumulate and practice
new skills gradually until they reach their learning goals.

2.2 Principles of Progression Design
Researchers have discovered several principles to order practice
problems or domain knowledge to introduce to students. Vygot-
sky’s Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) suggests that students
can complete the tasks that are slightly harder than what they
can finish alone with guidance [28]. Reigeluth and Stein’s Elabora-
tion Theory stipulates that students should experience the easiest
problem first, followed by gradually harder problems [20]. Li et al.
conducted a case study with a machine learning agent and argues
that interleaved problem orderings are more efficient than blocked
orderings [13]. Wang et al. modeled the hierarchical structure of
the practice problem pool in order to analyze expert-designed text-
book progressions and proposed two important factors for a good
progression: learning pace and balance of learning/review [30].
However, we still lack pragmatic approaches that can apply these
principles in educational practice, and our work seeks to do this.

Researchers have also studied how students forget the knowledge
they have learned and how to help them review appropriately.
Ebbinghauss’ Forgetting Curve stipulates that memory retention is
exponential to the ratio between the negative of time and memory
strength [7]. The Leitner System suggests that previously learned
knowledge should be reviewed at increasing intervals [8]. Pavlik
and Anderson examined different strategies of spaced repetition
and successfully optimized schedules of reinforcement [15, 16].
We build on this work by incorporating reinforcement into the
synthesis of progressions of gradually increasing difficulty. We
leverage these ideas to decide which problems to reinforce and
when to reinforce them in our synthesized progressions.

2.3 Practice Problem Organization
Andersen et al. introduced a trace-based model of automatic knowl-
edge organization for procedural tasks [3]. In this model, the dif-
ficulty of each task is characterized by the combination of skills
utilized in the execution trace of its solution. This work used Pex,
a test input generation tool, to generate levels for the math puz-
zle game DragonBox. Butler et al. extended this work to generate
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Figure 1: A sample partial ordering graph in goal-based pro-
gression synthesis. Each node represents a level containing
a specific set of required concepts. Each directed edge repre-
sents a “harder than” relation between two levels. The red
numbers next to each node denote the traversal order of
each level in the post-order DFS, namely the order of each
level in the reinforcement-free progression.

progressions for Refraction [5]. This work characterizes each prob-
lem (game level) by the n-grams in the execution trace of its solution
procedure, assigns a cost to each n-gram, and selects the level with
the smallest total cost as the next level. However, it fails to consider
the relationship between problems or the hierarchical knowledge
structure within the corpus. Additionally, it does not help students
review what they have learned in the progression. We build on this
work by proposing a two-step heuristic algorithm for progression
synthesis. It runs a post-order DFS in the hierarchical knowledge
structure (the partial ordering graph) in order to introduce new
problems with increasing difficulties. It also adds an appropriate
amount of reinforcement into the synthesized progression to help
students review and accommodate to their desired learning pace.

2.4 Language Learning Progression Synthesis
Within the domain of language learning specifically, Krashen’s Nat-
ural Order hypothesis and Input hypothesis propose that language
acquisition occurs when a learner receives a language input that is
“one step beyond” his or her current competency [12]. Trace-based
hierarchical problem organization has been applied to create a pro-
gression of gamified tasks for learning the Thai alphabet [4]. Wang
et al. extended these models to learning grammar [30]. This work
builds upon the compositionality of grammar knowledge [29] and
models the grammatical knowledge of a text as amultiset of concep-
tual units. To build the hierarchical knowledge structure of a corpus,
this work proposes the partial ordering graph, in which each node
represents a text and each directed edge represents that one text
is directly harder than another. The partial ordering graph allows
for both the assessment of student knowledge and the analysis of
expert-designed learning content. We leverage this partial ordering
graph to model the domain knowledge required by our game and
execute graph-based algorithms to synthesize level progressions.

3 GOAL-BASED PROGRESSION SYNTHESIS
There are multiple characteristics of a progression that make it
engaging. One is pacing: the difficulty should increase proportion-
ally with the learner’s increasing skill. We hypothesize that an-
other important characteristic is goal-drivenness: the progression

should build up to a complex goal quickly. Learners want a return
on their investment: although they are not initially prepared to
tackle complex problems, ideally the progression should build up
to them as quickly as possible such that learners can feel a sense
of accomplishment. This is a pattern that we have observed in the
progression (first eight tasks) of Language Zen [33] (Table 1). As
we discussed at the beginning of this paper, the progression of
Language Zen builds up to a hard sentence (the final learning goal)
by breaking it into smaller valid phrases (sub-goals) and individual
vocabulary words (atomic conceptual units). By doing this, students
can complete some sub-goals and feel a sense of accomplishment
before they reach the final goal.

We would like to apply this pattern to automatically generate
level progressions for educational games. In this section, we propose
a two-step heuristic algorithm for synthesizing level progressions
that build up towards a specific learning goal. Our algorithm first
generates a fast, reinforcement-free progression using post-order
Depth-First Search (DFS) [31], then adds reinforcement levels to it
in order to generate progressions of the pre-specified length. The
rest of this section will elaborate on these two steps.

3.1 Generating Reinforcement-free
Progressions

To help students complete a specific goal level s∗, we need to grad-
ually introduce levels that are easier than s∗. Let V be the set of
levels that includes s∗ and those easier than s∗. Our goal-based pro-
gression synthesis algorithm needs to study the relationship among
levels inV , such that it can decide in which order to introduce each
of those levels.

To this end, we model the hierarchical structure of our level pool
V with a partial ordering graph [30]: each node represents a level
in V , and each edge connects two nodes (game levels) if one level
is “harder than” another. Here level p1 is “harder than“ level p2 if
and only if p1 covers all the required concepts in p2. For example, a
game level teaching “two red triangles” is considered harder than
a game level teaching “two triangles” or “red triangle”, so there
should be an edge from “two red triangles” to “two triangles” and
an edge from “two red triangles” to “red triangle”. Figure 1 shows
an example of this partial ordering graph. Note that this is a rooted
graph [32], meaning that there is at least one directed path from
the root s∗ to each node in this graph.

We generate a reinforcement-free level progression using post-
order DFS . Here “reinforcement-free” means there are no duplicate
levels in the progression and students will only experience new lev-
els. The post-order DFS runs as follows: when visiting a (sub)graph
rooted at node s , it first recursively visits the subgraphs rooted at
each unvisited child of s , then visits node s itself. Each node will be
visited only once. For example, the post-order DFS traversal order
of the partial ordering graph in Figure 1 is: blue, circle, blue circle,
triangle, blue triangle, red, red circle, red triangle, and, blue circle and
red triangle.

The reinforcement-free progression generated by post-order DFS
is topologically sorted, which means that harder levels will always
be introduced after easier levels [3, 20]. However, progressions
without reinforcement are usually too fast, since students lack the
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Algorithm1 Scaling a reinforcement-free progression into a longer
and slower progression according to parameterminR

Input: reinforcement-free progression P0 and
minimum memory retention parameterminR

Output: longer and slower progression P
1: Initialization: P ← [], pointer ← 1
2: while pointer ≤ length of P0 do
3: s ← the problem in P with the least memory retention
4: if P , [] and memory retention of s < minR then
5: Append s to P
6: else
7: Append P0[pointer ] to P , pointer ← pointer + 1
8: end if
9: Update memory retention for all problems in P
10: end while
11: return target progression P

chance to review previously learned knowledge. Note that in goal-
based progression synthesis, progression length and learning pace
are equivalent if the goal is fixed: a long progression implies a slow
learning pace and a short progression implies a fast learning pace.
We will discuss how to slow down reinforcement-free progressions
in the next section.

3.2 Adding Reinforcement
Students may forget some knowledge they have learned, hence we
need to add reinforcement to the reinforcement-free progressions
in order to help students review. Since the amount of reinforcement
is controlled by the pre-specified progression length (learning pace),
the remaining challenge of scheduling reinforcement in a progres-
sion is to decide which levels to reinforce and when to reinforce
them.

Ebbinghauss modeled the student’s memory with the Forget-
ting Curve [7], which stipulates that the memory retention R is
exponential to memory strength S and time t :

R = e
− tS (1)

To calculate the memory retention of a level in the progression,
we let the memory strength S refer to how many times the level
has been reinforced so far. Note that a level can be reinforced by
itself or other levels that are harder. Time t refers to the number of
levels completed in the progression since the level was reinforced
most recently up til now. For example, assume the progression is
currently A, B, AB, C, BC, AC (each letter represents a conceptual
unit and each string represents a level containing those units). For
level B, memory strength S is 3 (B, AB and BC reinforced B three
times) and time t is 1 (BC reinforced B most recently), hence the
memory retention of B is e−1/3.

In order to accommodate different desired progression lengths,
we did not use fixed reinforcement intervals in our algorithm. In-
stead, we set a parameter of minimum memory retention minR
in progression synthesis: if the memory retention of a previously
introduced level is smaller thanminR, then we believe the student
has forgotten how to solve that level. This idea is inspired by ex-
isting work in spaced repetition [8, 15, 16]. However, as far as we

Reinforcement-free Target Progression
progression minR = e−3 minR = e−2

1 red red red
2 circle circle circle
3 white white white
4 red circle red circle red
5 white circle white circle circle
6 triangle triangle white
7 red triangle red triangle red circle
8 white triangle red circle white circle
9 white circle triangle
10 white triangle red circle
11 white circle
12 triangle
13 red triangle
14 white triangle

Table 2: Sample Results of Algorithm 1, which scales a
reinforcement-free progression into longer and slower pro-
gressions given the minimummemory retention parameter
minR. Levels in italics are added by the algorithm to help stu-
dent review. The parameter minR controls the progression
length (learning pace): the larger the parameter minR, the
longer the target progression.

know, our work is the first to incorporate reinforcement scheduling
techniques in the synthesis of level progressions that gradually
increase in difficulty.

Algorithm 1 elaborates how we scale the reinforcement-free
progression P0 into a longer and slower progression P given the
minimum memory retention parameterminR. This algorithm starts
with an empty progression (line 1) and then adds levels to the target
progression P (recall that the order of levels in P is the order in
which we will introduce them to students). During this process, the
algorithm also keeps track of the memory retention of all levels
that have already been introduced in P (line 9) in order to decide
which levels to reinforce and when to reinforce them. If at any time
there exists at least one previously introduced level with memory
retention smaller thanminR (line 4), then the algorithm adds the
level with the least memory retention such that students can review
that level (line 5). Otherwise, it sequentially adds the level at the
tail of the reinforcement-free progression P0 in order to introduce
a new level (line 7). Table 2 shows sample results of this algorithm.

Generally, the larger the minimum memory retentionminR, the
more likely our algorithm recognizes that students have forgotten
the knowledge learned from some level. Therefore, the algorithm
reinforces that knowledge by repeating that level and the target
progression P becomes longer. To generate progressions with the
desired length, we can simply use a binary search to find the best
parameterminR that generates an optimal progression with length
closest to the desired amount.

This two-step algorithm can be scaled up to the cases when the
learning goal is to solve multiple levels instead of only one. We can
simply add a pseudo-root node that links to all goal levels in the
partial ordering graph. By doing this, we can transform a multi-goal
case into a unique-goal case and our algorithm will work naturally.
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(a) A selection level: players need to either select
the correct graphic object based on the given Korean
word(s) (“red”) on the top-left of the screen.

(b) A construction level: players need to drag-and-drop the
correct Korean word(s) to describe the target graphic ob-
jects (“one white square”) in the middle of the screen.

Figure 2: Screenshots of Katchi, a Korean learning puzzle game that teaches basic vocabulary such as colors, numbers, shapes
and conjunctions. There are two types of levels in Katchi: selection levels, in which players need to either select the correct
graphic object based on the given Korean word(s); construction levels, in which players need to drag-and-drop the correct
Korean word(s) to describe the target objects.

4 KATCHI: A KOREAN LEARNING GAME
In order to evaluate different progressions, we designed Katchi, a
Korean learning puzzle game that teaches basic Korean vocabulary
such as colors, numbers, shapes and conjunctions. Each level in
Katchi helps students understand a Korean phase such as “one green
triangle and two red circles”. Generally, Katchi helps students prac-
tice the skills of comprehension (“input”) and construction (“out-
put”) of the Korean language. To do this, Katchi has two types of
levels: selection levels, in which the player must choose the match-
ing object from a set of objects matching the phrase shown on the
top-left of the screen (Figure 2a), and construction levels, in which
the player is asked to construct a phrase describing an object or set
of objects by dragging-and-dropping the correct Korean word(s)
from a bank of words (Figure 2b).

Katchi is designed to be highly parameterizable so that a pro-
gression control algorithm can specify all aspects of each puzzle
game level: the Korean phrase that the level corresponds to, the
number of distractor objects in selection levels or the number of
distractor words in construction levels, the number of hints (slots
where the correct words are already filled in and locked, e.g. the
last slot on dark-gray background in Figure 2b), and the assigned
difficulty score.

We wrote a algorithm to generate levels for Katchi. The game is
built around a specific grammatical structure, namely, noun phrases
that build up to adjective, noun, number, conjunction, adjective,
noun, number. For example, “three triangles” or “two green trian-
gles” or “one green triangle and two red circles”. The game also
includes a set of vocabulary words that correspond to each of these
categories. For example, the color (adjective) category includes

“green”, “red”, and “white”, and the shape (noun) category includes
“triangle”, “circle” and “square”. To generate levels for Katchi, we
enumerate all possible combinations of adjectives, nouns, numbers,
etc. that fit within the noun phrase grammatical structure, as well
as different numbers of distractors and hints. For the set of words
and the grammatical structure specified above, this algorithm pro-
duces a pool of 852 levels. A valid Katchi progression can be created
by selecting a certain amount of levels from this level pool and
arranging them appropriately.

We have successfully deployed Katchi on both Reddit [18] and
Newgrounds [14]. We will discuss the evaluation of our goal-based
progression synthesis algorithm using Katchi in the next section.

5 EVALUATION OF GOAL-BASED
PROGRESSION SYNTHESIS

In order to evaluate whether our goal-based progression synthesis
algorithm can automatically produce progressions that are compa-
rable to human-designed progressions, we applied our algorithm to
synthesize a progression for Katchi and compared it to an expert-
crafted progression with the same length and the same goals. We
specified the goals as the following four phrases:
• two red triangles and two green circles
• three red triangles and three white triangles
• one white square and two green squares
• two white triangles and three green squares

Note that in Korean, nouns generally do not have plural forms. For
readability, we add plurals to the English translation in this paper
although in Korean there is actually no difference between triangle
and triangles.
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Figure 3: Proportion of users remaining after playing our
game for certain amounts of time. We did not find a statis-
tically significant difference between the two progressions.
It appears that the synthesized progression engaged play-
ers slightly less than the expert progression, but they are
quite comparable. Themedian player in the synthesized pro-
gression played for 42 seconds and the median player in the
expert-designed progression played for 45 seconds.

In order to help students understand these four goal phrases, a
Korean native speaker and one of the designers of Katchi crafted a
manual progression with 54 game levels. To compare, we used our
progression synthesis algorithm to generate an automatic progres-
sion with 54 levels that also build towards these four goal phrases.
Our algorithm considers levels to be variations of the same problem
if they require students to utilize the same set of Korean vocabulary,
even if they vary in terms of the number of incorrect “distractor”
words to choose from. However, our algorithm always puts the
easier variations before the harder variations in the synthesized
progression when integrating into the game. We present the expert
progression and the synthesized progression in Table 3. We no-
ticed a clear difference between two progressions: our synthesized
progression introduces more complex levels early on and starts
to introduce (hard) goal levels in the middle phases, whereas the
expert progression tends to introduce easy levels at the start and
all (hard) goal levels at the end.

5.1 Comparing Synthesized and Expert
Progressions

We hope that our algorithm can automatically generate progres-
sions that are comparable to the expert-designed progression in
terms of engagement. To validate this, we compared the total time
users played our game for the two progressions. We recruited
248 users from the Language Learning Sub-reddit [19] and the
Korean Sub-reddit [18]. 122 randomly selected users played the
expert-designed progression and 126 users played our synthesized
progression. Since our data was not normally distributed, we used
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Figure 4: Proportion of users remaining after learning cer-
tain amounts of knowledge. We use knowledge size, number
of levels that either have been completed or are easier than
some completed levels, to measure the amount of knowl-
edge learned. There is no statistically significant difference
between the two progressions. The proportion of players
with knowledge size between 10 and 20 is higher for the ex-
pert progression, while the two curves are quite similar oth-
erwise. Themedian knowledge size is 5.5 for the synthesized
progression and 5 for the expert-designed progression.

theWilcoxon-Kruskal-Wallis test. We found the median time played
is 42 seconds for the synthesized progression and 45 seconds for
the expert-designed progression. These results are visualized in
Figure 3. The synthesized progression performed similarly to the
expert-designed progression based on engagement: themedian time
played was only 7% lower for the synthesized progression than the
expert-design progression and this difference was not statistically
significant (p = .185, r = .084).

We also hope that our synthesized progression is comparable to
the expert designed progression in terms of learning effectiveness.
To validate this, we compared the total amount of knowledge users
learned after playing our game for the two progressions. We use
knowledge size, a concept defined in previous work [30], to measure
how much a student has learned after finishing certain amount of
levels: a student’s knowledge size is defined as the number of tasks that
either have been completed or are easier than some completed tasks.
In other words, if a students has learned and finished the level “two
white square”, then the level "white square" will also be considered
solvable by the student. We present the student’s knowledge size
for the two progressions in Figure 4. The Wilcoxon-Kruskal-Wallis
test suggested that the two progressions were quite similar in terms

In addition to the expert-designed progression and synthesized progression discussed
above, our experiment simultaneously tested another synthesized progression that
was slightly longer (67 levels instead of 54). We did not include this in our analysis
because comparison of progressions with different lengths is not the main focus of this
paper. This third progression performed somewhat worse than the other two (median
time played was 34 seconds and median knowledge size was 4).
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Expert Progression Synthesize Progression
1 red one
2 white white
3 green square
4 red white square
5 white one white square
6 green green
7 red and white green square
8 white and green one green square
9 red and green two
10 white two white squares
11 green two green squares
12 red white and green
13 green one white square
14 circle white square and green square
15 triangle one white square and two green squares
16 square red
17 triangle triangle
18 circle red triangle
19 triangle two red triangles
20 square circle
21 triangle red circle
22 circle two red circles
23 circle and triangle two white squares and one green square
24 triangle and square green triangle
25 circle and square two green triangles
26 red circle green circle
27 red circle two red triangles
28 red circle two green circles
29 red triangle red and green
30 green circle two red circles
31 green triangle circle and triangle
32 white triangle red triangle and green circle
33 white square two green triangles
34 one two red triangles and two green circles
35 two white triangle
36 one two white triangles
37 two three
38 three three white triangles
39 two one white square and two green squares
40 two three white squares
41 three three green triangles
42 one red square two red circles and two green triangles
43 one white circle three green squares
44 one green triangle two white triangles
45 two white circles triangle and square
46 one green circle three white triangles
47 red triangle and white triangle white triangle and green square
48 white square and green circle three white squares
49 red circle and green triangle three green triangles
50 two white squares two white triangles and three green squares
51 two red triangles and two green circles three red triangles
52 three red triangles and three white triangles red and white
53 one white square and two green squares red triangle and white triangle
54 two white triangles and three green squares three red triangles and three white triangles

Table 3: Expert progression and synthesized progression in Katchi. Goal levels are in bold. Note that the expert progression
puts all goal levels at its end whereas synthesized progression introduces goal levels starting level 15 and reinforces them
afterwards.
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of knowledge size: the difference between the two progressions
was not statistically significant (p = .472, r = .046). The median
knowledge size is higher for the synthesized progression (Median
= 5.5) than the expert progression (Median = 5).

We noticed that our synthesized progression performed worse
than the expert progression in the middle stage of the game. For
example, consider the time played between 3 and 6 minutes in Fig-
ure 3 and the student’s knowledge size between 10 to 20 in Figure 4.
We suspect that this is because our synthesized progression was too
hard for some intermediate students. Our algorithm always builds
up towards goal levels as fast as possible, yet this might be too
aggressive for some students. In the future, we hope to refine our al-
gorithm and generate progressions that are slightly less goal-driven.
Ideally, our algorithm would take “degree of goal-drivenness” as an
extra parameter and generate multiple progressions to accommo-
date different student preferences.

This work improves over existing work in automatically gen-
erating progressions that are comparable to expert-designed pro-
gressions [5] in three aspects. First, existing work only looks at the
sequential information of each problem and neglects the hierarchi-
cal information contained within the problem library, whereas our
progression synthesis algorithm utilizes the hierarchical knowledge
structure of the problem library. Second, our work applies goal-
drivenness, a principle we observed in expert-authored progressions
in order to automatically synthesize “general” progressions that are
good for most students. Last, and most importantly, our algorithm
incorporates reinforcement into the synthesized progressions such
that students can review the knowledge they have learned.

5.2 Correlating Time Spent per Level with
Quitting Early

Our long-term goal is to vary the progression pace in order to
accommodate students’ different preferred learning paces and max-
imize engagement for each student. Inspired by work in dynamic
difficulty adjustment [9, 24], we wanted to see whether there are
early markers of players who might be more likely to quit, possibly
because the pace of our synthesized progression is too hard or too
easy. This would allow us to focus future interventions on those
populations. Therefore, we studied the connections between stu-
dent performance and engagement in Katchi. There were 31 players
that finished at least 13 levels, which is 25% of the total game. For
these players, we calculated the average time spent on each level.

Figure 5 shows these results. We observe that 11 out of the 12
players who finished at least 90% of the game spent 7-12 seconds
on each level (green zone). There are 6 players who spent less than
7 seconds per level and left before 90% of the game (red zone).
We suspect they quit early due to our progression being too fast
for them and we should tailor a longer progression in order to
accommodate their slower learning pace. On the other hand, 6
players spent more than 12 seconds per level and left before 90% of
the game (orange zone). In this case, we suspect they left early due
to our progression being too slow for them, and we should generate
a shorter progression adapting to their faster learning pace. The
remaining 7 players spent the typical time of 7-12 seconds per level
but still left early, which is probably due to the lack of general
interest in our game.
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Figure 5: Total game progress over different average times
spent on each level. Each blue plot represents a player. Typ-
ically, players who finished at least 90% of the game (green
zone) spent 7-12 seconds on each level. Players who spent
less than 7 seconds (red zone) or more than 12 sec-
onds (orange zone) tended to leave early before 90% of
the game, which probably indicates that we should gen-
erate a shorter/longer progression to accommodate their
faster/slower learning pace respectively.

These results demonstrate a potential of modeling the student’s
preferred learning pace and tailoring progressions accordingly. We
hope to explore this further in future work.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we focused on automatically synthesizing goal-based
progressions for educational games, so that students can feel a sense
of accomplishment from time to time after finishing some hard tasks.
We built on previous work of hierarchical knowledge structuring
and proposed a graph-based algorithm to generate progressions of
pre-specified length. This algorithm first runs a post-order Depth-
First-Search (DFS) to generate a fast, reinforcement-free progres-
sion, then adds an appropriate amount of duplicate levels in order to
help students review previously learned knowledge. We evaluated
this algorithm in Katchi, a Korean learning puzzle game that teaches
basic vocabulary. The results demonstrated that the synthesized
progression performed similarly to the expert-designed progression
in terms of both metrics of engagement and learning effectiveness,
which indicated that our algorithm is capable of automatically gen-
erating progressions that are comparable to the manually created
progressions. Moreover, further analysis of the user data demon-
strated the potential of modeling the student’s desired learning
pace and tailoring progressions accordingly.

In the future, we hope to refine our algorithm and incorporate
extra parameters (such as “degree of goal-drivenness”) in order
to better accommodate different student preferences. Ideally, we
could build a tutoring system that automatically detects the stu-
dent’s desired progression parameters, and designs adaptive and
personalized progressions in real time.

Furthermore, we are also interested in applying our novel ap-
proach to awider range of educational topics in addition to language
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learning, such as learning programming languages or even general
knowledge. This can be a feasible and very promising direction
since our algorithm is based on the partial ordering graph [30],
a model that is independent of the educational domain. To apply
our approach to a different educational topic, we will need to first
study how to decompose the knowledge of that specific domain
into a set of conceptual units (for instance, automatic knowledge de-
composition for grammar learning [29]). We can then generate the
partial ordering graph based on the knowledge decomposition. Sub-
sequently, the two-step progression synthesis approach introduced
in this paper will then work naturally.
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